
Summary of Lakeland Fact Sheets, Guides and General Information Articles
available from www.lakeland.com/europe

The Resources Tab at www.lakeland.com contains product sheets for most protective clothing, plus a wide range of
downloadable Fact Sheets, Guides and General Information advice. Below is a list of guides and fact sheets available with
click-able link thumbnails

A summary of the full range of Lakeland CE certified
products with basic technical data,  along with guidance
on selection and a range of informative articles

Guide to the issues and factors for consideration in
selection of the best chemical suit for the job along with
product sheets on Type 1,3 and 4 protective clothing

Guide to the issues and factors for consideration in
selection of the best disposable coverall for the job
along with product sheets on Type 5 and 6 protective
clothing

Some products may look certified… but are they? This
guides explains what to look for to be sure your PPE is
properly certified

Full list of permeation test results on all chemical suit
fabrics. Updated annually - so check the latest info at
https://www.lakeland.com/europe/chemmax-chemical-
search

A guide to interpretation of permeation test data, why
it is commonly misinterpreted and should NOT be used
to indicate safe wear time

Permasure® is a smart-phone app for calculation of
chemical suit safe-wear times. This guide explains what
it does and how it works.

Users’s common questions - with answers - about
Permasure

Guidance on garment selection for protection against
Coronavirus 2019-NCoV

Guidance on garment selection for protection against
the Avian Flu Virus

Cool Suits are an opportunity to select more
comfortable chemical protection. What are they and
how do they work?

Misunderstanding of the detail within the EN 14126
Infectious Agent standard is common. This guide
clarifies the detail.

The EN 1149 standard for static dissipative clothing is
not commonly well-understood. This guide explains the
detail

The Bellows Effect can be an important factor in
selection of garments to protect against hazardous
dusts. This guide explain what it is and why.

Continued overleaf…
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Individual Product Sheets are downloadable from the Product Groups Sections

https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Lakeland-Europe-Buyers-Guide_GB.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/CE-Chem-Select-Guide_GB-2018.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/CE-Type-56-Sel-Guide_GB.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Chemical-Permeation-Database-CURRENT.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Fact-Sheet-Understanding-Permeation.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/data-sheets/Europe/Type-3-4/CE-Permasure-Leaflet_GB.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/LAK-Permasure-FAQs.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Coronavirus-Leaflet_EN_2901.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/CE-Avian-Flu-factsheet_EN.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/CE-Certification-Leaflet_GB-006.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Fact-Sheet-The-Cool-Suit-Principle.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Fact-Sheet-Understanding-the-EN-14126.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Fact-Sheet-Understanding-Anti-Static-on-Disposable-Coveralls.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Fact-Sheet-TheBellows-Effect-and-why-it-matters.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/europe/resources/documents-gallery
www.lakeland.com


What are the hazards of Arc-Flash Protection and how
do you select a garment to protect against it? This
guide explains

Knowledge is Power and Lakeland are the Experts. This
leaflet covers various training options available for both
distributor sales teams and end users of protective
clothing

This guide covers simple measures to maximise
protection against hazardous dusts

When working outdoors in warmer climates or in the
summer UV protecton may be an important issue. This
guide explains the protection factors of different
coveralls

Chart showing the full range of Lakeland CE marked
Product and the standards each is certified to.

This leaflet compares ChemMax 2 physical properties,
permeation test data and other factors with other
similar garments available

Essential Guide to the unique range of Pyrolon®
Secondary FR Workwear

Guide to temperature & heat tolerences for Pyrolon®
Secondary FR Workwear

Why garment design is vital for protection and comfort
and summary of Lakeland’s unique “Super-B” style
which results in superior freedom of movement and
comfort

Essential information on shelf life, storage and disposal
of Lakeland coveralls

A guide to the  sizing of CE Lakeland protective
Clothing
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More fact Sheets and Guides will be added.  Sign up for regular updates at www.lakeland.com/europe

Or register for our blog at https://blog.lakeland.com/europe for regular articles on protective clothing issues
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https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Fact-SheeteUnderstanding-Arc-Flash-Protection.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/CE-Dust-Protection-Leaflet_EN-1.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/data-sheets/Europe/Type-5-6/CE-UV-Leaflet_EN.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Training-Options_EN.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Certification-Applications-chart-_EN.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/CE-ChemMax-2-comparision-Leaflet_EN-1.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/data-sheets/EN-Pyrolon-Summary-Guide.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Pyrolon-heat-tolerances-Updated-jan-2019.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Super-B-The-Importance-of-Design.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/catalogs/Europe/Storage-and-disposal-Information.pdf
https://www.lakeland.com/uploads/sizing-charts/Asia-Pacific/CE-size-diagram-2018.pdf
www.lakeland.com/europe
https://blog.lakeland.com/europe

